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2003 Valkyrie Wanted Buyers Control Market

Posted:

16 days ago

2003 Valkyrie Wanted Buyers Control Market  $1900
2003 or newer Valkyrie wanted.
For you over priced nuts. Buyers control this market. The middle class is extinct. Cash is king.
You haven't sold your over priced motorcycle ANTIQUES for over a year now. Buyers these days only want NEW DEALS. USED OVERPRICED
JUNK is still JUNK to them.
Some of you buy that Junk to FLIP it. LOL....how does it feel to be the LAST ONE standing!
Congratualtions....you own UNSELLABLE JUNK! LOL.
Be proud, even your kids will not have a retirement plan because of your Greedy evil ways.
I will pay Up to 1900 Cash. For 2003 Valkyrie or 2006 or newer FJR.
Call or Text
Lotta delusional folks trying to sell for more than worth everywhere you look.
I am not even sure I want to buy one yet, but the ones advertised here are so insanely overpriced, I cannot in good faith even look or consider in any
way.
The Texas Comptrollers Texas Presumptive Value calculator is very reliable and is adopted as PROOF of the Value for tax purposes.
Lawyers drove the price of Cars up to the insane values of today, $30k to $70k. with all kinds of safety issues including exploding gas tanks. But
Who can blame lawyers and the courts for the insane overpricing in USED 10+ year old cycling today?
NOBODY, We must blame the insane jerks that want to drive up the cost of living for all of us.
They are too driven and too wealthy. MONOPOLY? The total destruction of good people and good times is their only financial driven motivation and
interest. Seeing and or watching, older high mileage, undesireable, wore out, poorly maintained or high maintenance, overpriced motorcycles on
craiglslist that never sell for years on end has become a regular thing. Seals wear out, age and sitting can destroy a motorcycle.
http://houston.craigslist.org/mcy/5597228392.html
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hahahahaha.......DELUSIONS of nuts, with overpriced motorcycles, are still DELUSIONS
Lotta crazy in this world. Now it includes nutters with Valkyries and FJR's for sale too. GOOGLE shows numerous discussions all over the United
States regarding overpricing and the NUTS that drive it. LOL...They are BUSTED!
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Yamaha FJR 1300
fuel: gas
transmission: manual

do NOT contact me with unsolicited services or offers
http://houston.craigslist.org/mcy/5597228392.html
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